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Polypack TR Tray Former and Loader
At a Glance

Tray formers and loaders provide extra support to
shrink bundled packages
Easily integrates with Polypack shrink bundlers

Incredibly versatile, easy to operate, and highly
reliable

Intermittent motion speeds up to 20 trays per minute,
continuous motion speeds up to 50 trays per minute
Buy your shrink bundling lm from us, and get a
discount on this Polypack shrink bundling system!

Pricing

Call us at 888-318-0083

Many options are available. Complete details will need to be finalized
to determine requirements and final system costs. Work with your
Pro Pac representative to build this machine to your specifications.

Form and Load Trays before Shrink Bundling

Polypack TR tray formers and loaders provide extra support, and easily integrate with Polypack shrink
bundlers to provide a turnkey solution for distribution-ready packaging.
TR corrugated cardboard tray loading forming machines are incredibly versatile, easy to operate, and
highly reliable. Products are stabilized and controlled throughout the entire process. Adjustments for
different product and cardboard tray sizes are quickly and easily made.
Trays are a convenient way for both customers and businesses to transport, store and display their
products. Intricate folds can be achieved to give trays nished edges for shelf ready appeal - a great
cost effective way to show off your brand.
Polypack TR intermittent motion machines collate products into trays at speeds up to 20 per minute. TR
continuous motion machines run at speeds up to 50 trays per minute.

Instabox

PolyPack Instabox glue-less corrugated tray former utilizes folds and tabs which double the strength of
the box walls. Instantly make a rigid container with no glue. This tray former can handle building trays at
speeds of up to 25 per minute.
Folding the walls not only creates a more sturdy container, it also gives the ability to have 4 nished
interior display walls and 45° nished chamfered display edge giving the box a more nished cohesive
look and design.
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Create tightly packed trays for distribution & retail
Huge material costs savings compared to RSCs
Run multiple product collation configurations
Combine with Polypack shrink wrapper for a complete turnkey end-of-line packaging system solution
Intermittent motion and continuous motion models
Glue or glueless tab fold trays
Stainless steel main frame
Speeds up to 50 trays per minute
Nordson hot glue system
NEMA 12 control panel
Self-monitoring diagnostics

Power & Air

208 - 575 volts, 3 phase, 50 or 60 hz
Pneumatic controls require 65-70 psi (5 bars) @ 10 cfm
Please contact Pro Pac or call 888-318-0083 for your shrink bundling equipment.
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